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A B S T R A C T

Spatial relations, such as above, below, between, and containment, are important mediators in children’s
understanding of the world (Piaget, 1954). The development of these relational categories in infancy has
been extensively studied (Quinn, 2003) yet little is known about their computational underpinnings. Using
developmental tests, we examine the extent to which deep neural networks, pretrained on a standard vision
benchmark or egocentric video captured from one baby’s perspective, form categorical representations for
visual stimuli depicting relations. Notably, the networks did not receive any explicit training on relations.
We then analyze whether these networks recover similar patterns to ones identified in development, such as
reproducing the relative difficulty of categorizing different spatial relations and different stimulus abstractions.
We find that the networks we evaluate tend to recover many of the patterns observed with the simpler relations
of ‘‘above versus below’’ or ‘‘between versus outside’’, but struggle to match developmental findings related
to ‘‘containment’’. We identify factors in the choice of model architecture, pretraining data, and experimental
design that contribute to the extent the networks match developmental patterns, and highlight experimental
predictions made by our modeling results. Our results open the door to modeling infants’ earliest categorization
abilities with modern machine learning tools and demonstrate the utility and productivity of this approach.
1. Introduction

Our understanding of the visual world around us is mediated by
spatial relations, as they help distinguish individual objects and com-
bine them in order to understand visual scenes (Johnson, 2010; Piaget,
1954). A breadth of experimental work explored how infants form
categories and make categorical judgments (Bomba & Siqueland, 1983;
Eimas & Quinn, 1994; Younger & Cohen, 1985) and specifically how
infants form category representations for spatial relations (Casasola
& Cohen, 2002; Casasola et al., 2003; Quinn, 1994; Quinn et al.,
1999). Despite the importance of relations, little computational work
has examined how infants could learn to categorize spatial relations,
and why some categories are acquired before others over the course of
development.

Our goal in this article is not to build a bespoke model of spatial
relation categorization, for example by fitting models to developmental
data, or by training models to categorize between different relations.
Instead, we identify several key findings in the development of relation
learning, translate their experimental paradigms to tasks suited for
modern deep neural networks, and investigate whether absent any ex-
plicit relational training, models can categorize between spatial relations
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such as ‘‘above versus below’’ or ‘‘between versus outside’’. Fig. 1 sum-
marizes our approach. We find that the networks we study are capable
of making such categorizations, albeit with substantial variation by the
relation examined, the data on which models were trained, and other
experimental factors. Given this success, we then evaluate whether
the performance of models tracks with the developmental findings
that motivated this work—that is, to what extent do the relations
that infants acquire later in development also challenge models more.
By examining these correspondences, we hope to explore potential
computational mechanisms underlying the developmental findings as
well as pathways for modern neural networks to be utilized and further
developed as models of cognitive development.

Our work builds on neural network modeling traditions in both
cognitive development and machine learning. Related prior work in
cognitive development has used neural network models to study aspects
of infant categorization (French et al., 2004; Mareschal et al., 2000) and
spatial language (Regier, 1995), and other computer visions approaches
to identify visual relations and capture development patterns (Ullman
et al., 2019), usually with models tailored to the particular problems
of interest. Here we pursue a different approach: we study the extent
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Fig. 1. Spatial Relation Categorization in Infants and Deep Neural Networks. Left: after being familiarized with stimuli depicting a particular relation (‘‘familiarization’’), infants
find novel stimuli depicting the same relation (‘‘same relation’’) less surprising than stimuli depicting a different relation (‘‘other relation’’) as measured by looking times (Quinn,
2003). Right: to evaluate neural networks using a similar paradigm, we present three stimuli to a model, extract a vector embedding for each stimulus, and examine whether the
‘‘familiarization’’ stimulus embedding is more similar to the ‘‘same relation’’ stimulus embedding or to the ‘‘other relation’’ stimulus embedding.
Fig. 2. Example Stimuli. In each triplet, the central stimulus is the familiarization example, the left one is the same relation test, and the right one is the other relation test. (A):
above/below with identical target objects. (B): between with identical target objects. (C): above/below with identical target objects. (D): between different target objects.
to which powerful, general-purpose computer vision neural networks
can account for phenomena of interest without being trained to do so.
We focus our attention on convolutional neural networks, a class of
computer vision architectures that have proven to be useful models in
the cognitive sciences. For instance, Lindsay (2021) reviews their use
as models of the visual system, and Battleday et al. (2021) study the
extension of these models from the visual system toward higher-level
cognitive capacities such as judgments of similarity and categoriza-
tion. Machine learning work on relation learning using deep neural
networks tends to focus on bespoke architectures, such as Relation
Networks (Santoro et al., 2017) or PrediNet (Shanahan et al., 2019),
and see Battaglia et al. (2018) for a review. Other recent work focuses
on graph-based networks (Baldassarre et al., 2020) or on learning to
2

generate images with particular relations (Liu et al., 2021). In com-
parison, our contribution is to evaluate the relatively generic neural
network architectures, pretrained on two sources of realistic image
data, on their representation of simple spatial relations without explicit
training or architectural modifications.

We examine the extent to which models replicate several find-
ings on the development of infant relation categorization, focusing
on the relations ‘‘above versus below’’ and ‘‘between versus outside’’
(see Quinn (2003) for a review) and the ‘‘containment’’ relation (see
review by Casasola, 2008). In a series of studies (Quinn, 1994, 2002,
2004; Quinn et al., 2003, 1996, 1999), Quinn and colleagues use similar
methodologies to establish several patterns regarding the development
of relational categories. Using stimuli similar to the one in Fig. 2,
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Fig. 3. Example stimuli from Casasola et al. (2003). We present the stimuli in a similar triplet form to the one used in Fig. 2. In each triplet, the central stimulus is the
familiarization example, the left one is the same relation test, and the right one is the other relation test. We depict the final frames of the stimuli videos presented to infants
in Casasola et al. (2003), reproduced from Casasola (2008, Figure 1). (A): comparing a test probe depicting the containment relation to a test probe depicting the behind relation.
(B): comparing a test probe depicting the containment relation to a test probe depicting the support relation.
babies were familiarized with several stimuli of the type appearing in
the middle of each triplet. The infants were then shown the two test
stimuli, one depicting the same relation and one depicting the opposite
relation. To establish the existence of a category representation, the
studies measured the amount of time spent looking at the stimulus
depicting the opposite relation, divided by the total looking time at
both test stimuli. The higher this percentage is, the stronger a novelty
preference (Fantz, 1964) the infant displays, and the more evidence it
provides for a categorical representation of the familiarized relation.

Quinn (2003) surveys two primary findings. The first finding is that,
by 3-4 months of age, infants can categorize ‘‘above versus below’’ (or
‘‘left versus right’’, Quinn, 2004), although they fail to categorize ‘‘be-
tween’’ (Fig. 2; (A) and (B)). By 6–7 months, infants can also categorize
‘‘between’’. In a representative experiment, Quinn (1994) familiarized
infants with several stimuli, all containing a dot either above or below
a horizontal bar (Fig. 2; Familiarization). After familiarization, infants
were presented with a novel category preference test, finding that
infants look longer at a stimulus with the dot on the other side of the
bar (Fig. 2; Other relation) compared to a new location on the same
side (Fig. 2; Same relation).

The second finding is that infants categorize spatial relations depict-
ing specific objects before categorizing the same relations composed
of varying objects. Quinn et al. (2003, 1996) replicate the previous
experiments except that the target object varies between familiarization
and test (Fig. 2; (C) and (D)). In both cases, changing the target object
requires the infants to be older to show the same novelty preference—
from 3–4 months to 6–7 months for above versus below, and from 6–7
months to 9–10 months for between versus outside.

A second line of work by Casasola and Cohen (2002) and Casasola
et al. (2003) studies the emergence of the containment relation. In a
representative experiment, Casasola et al. (2003, Experiment 2) exam-
ine infants’ category for the containment relation (one object placed
inside another object). The authors familiarized the infants with a video
clip depicting the containment relation—one object being picked up
and placed inside another one (whose final frame is represented in
Fig. 3(A/B), ‘‘Familiarization’’). Casasola et al. (2003) then tested the
infants using three different test probes, all filmed from a different
camera angle. The first probe also depicted a containment relation
(Fig. 3(A/B), ‘‘Same Relation’’). The second probe showed an object
being picked up and placed behind another object (Fig. 3(A), ‘‘Other
Relation’’ under ‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’). The third and final test
probe presented a support relation, with the object being picked up and
placed on top of another one (Fig. 3(B), ‘‘Other Relation’’). They find
that even when controlling for the degree of object occlusion in their
stimuli, infants reliably find the test probes depicting the containment
relation as most similar to the familiarization probes, as measured by
3

looking times. This is taken as evidence that the infants constructed a
category representation of the containment relation.

In Experiments 1–4, we evaluate a collection of pretrained, large-
scale computer vision neural network models on tasks inspired by the
various developmental experiments and findings surveyed. We view the
pretraining as a proxy for prior visual experience, and compare the
experience gained from egocentric video capture based on one baby’s
experiences (SAYCam, Sullivan et al., 2020) to experience from a pop-
ular computer vision benchmark (ImageNet, Russakovsky et al., 2015),
neither of which explicitly requires relational categorization:

1. In Experiment 1, we find that the models succeed in capturing
developmental findings surveyed by Quinn (2003) using the
above/below and between relations. We also compare the different
model architectures and pretraining approaches and find that
representations from the models trained on developmentally-
realistic data appear to promote relational information more
than the alternatives we evaluate.

2. In Experiment 2, we flip the relations on their side and evalu-
ate the models on the relations left/right and sideways between.
We find that our initial set of models fails to replicate the
developmental findings of interest, and identify model training
choices that explain the deviation and enable recovering the
initial findings.

3. In Experiment 3, we examine the extent to which the networks’
representations of these relations are sufficiently abstract to
handle different types of stimuli. We do so by generating more
complex three-dimensional scenes that more closely resemble
real relation scenarios. We find success in replicating all findings
of interest from Experiment 1, demonstrating that the rela-
tional representations are abstract enough to generalize to a
substantially different class of visual stimuli.

4. In Experiment 4, we find that the networks we evaluate struggle
to recover the relevant empirical patterns with the contain-
ment, behind, and support relations as described by Casasola
et al. (2003). We explore these results to examine the extent to
which the models we evaluate embed information about these
more complex relations and discover that the information is still
present and linearly decodable even when the models struggle
on the task using a generic similarity metric.

We find that the pretrained visual representations are sufficient for the
categorical perception of simple relations (above/below and between).
Moreover, these representations are sufficiently abstract for handling
both 2D and 3D stimuli. In the case of the more complex relations of
containment, behind, and support, the embeddings contained sufficient
information to linearly decode the relation with very high accuracies,
even when representational similarity was not driven by the spatial
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Table 1
Methodology comparison between the developmental literature we model and our formulation.

Infant experiments Our methodology

Participants Infants, ranging from 3–4 months old (Quinn, 1994) to 9–10
months old (Quinn et al., 2003)

Deep neural network models, either pretrained on a
computer vision dataset or randomly initialized and
untrained.

Stimuli Exemplars depicting a target object in a particular spatial
relation (e.g. above, below, between, contained in) with
respect to one or two reference objects.

Stimuli representing the same spatial categories, either
rendered to abstract 2D representation (Experiments 1 & 2)
or a richer 3D rendering (Experiments 3 & 4).

Familiarization examples A small number (often four) of exemplars depicting a
particular spatial relation, with the target object moved
around a small radius maintaining the same relation.

A single rendered image of an object in a particular spatial
relation, other than in Appendix B.3.2, where we use four
familiarization examples instead.

Category representation Formed by the infant, either before or during the lab study. Embedding (latent representation) of the familiarization
stimuli, extracted from the model without explicit relational
training.

Test Probes Two stimuli, one of the target object in a different position
in the same relation, and one of the target object in a
similar position in the opposite relation.

Functionally identical stimuli rendered using our methods.

Categorization measure Relative looking times at the two test probes—longer looking
times at opposite relation imply different category (e.g.,
Westermann & Mareschal, 2014).

Similarity between the embedding of the familiarization
stimulus and the embeddings of test probes—higher
similarity of same relation test probes implies the same
category.

Relative difficulty of
categories

Age range at which infants first display a categorical
response for different conditions.

Relative difference in overall accuracy levels across different
conditions.
m
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t
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relation. We conclude by attempting to identify useful methodological
aspects to support future work and highlight current gaps and open
questions.

2. General methodology

In translating the experimental setup used for infants to a task
suitable for deep neural networks, we must contend with the fact that,
unlike infants, neural networks do not get bored, and do not show a
preference for novel stimuli (Fantz, 1964). The developmental results
we seek to model (e.g. Casasola et al., 2003; Quinn, 1994) follow
a novelty-preference methodology, which interprets longer looking
times as evidence of an unfamiliar or novel stimulus (Fagan, 1970;
Slater, 1995). That is, a preference for novel stimuli is based on ‘‘the
infant comparing the currently available stimulus with a remembered
stimulus’’ (Oakes, 2010), or more specifically, comparing the internal
representations of the stimuli. Following this logic, when infants are
simultaneously shown a pair of test stimuli, they will tend, all else
equal, to look longer at the test item that is more different compared
to the remembered familiarization stimuli.

In the model simulations, we compare the experimental stimuli
using pre-trained deep neural networks, which have no specific training
for relations, to examine the extent to which they can explain the
behavioral findings. For the networks, the similarity of two visual stim-
uli is computed via their vector representations in a high-dimensional
feature space (e.g., Jozwik et al., 2017). This feature space was shaped
through pre-training by natural scene statistics in the environment
of a developing child pre-training on egocentric recording from one
young child; SAYCam or the goal of performing object recognition on
a common computer vision benchmark (pre-training on ImageNet). We
then evaluate whether the stimuli preferred by infants (as being more
novel), on average, are more distinct from the familiarization stimuli
for the networks. See comparison summary in Table 1, and additional
details below.

Similarity and classification accuracy. We use cosine similar-
ity1 between the embeddings of the familiarization stimulus and the

1 Given two embeddings vectors 𝐞1, 𝐞2 ∈ R𝐷 in a 𝐷-dimensional embedding
pace, their cosine similarity is defined as 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐞1, 𝐞2) = 𝐞1 ⋅𝐞2

‖𝐞1‖‖𝐞2‖
, that is, the

angle between the feature vectors of two stimuli. Note that the cosine metric
is often used to compare vector similarity, but it is far from the only such
metric. In Appendix B.3.3 we explore using the Euclidean distance instead of
the cosine similarity metric and find qualitatively similar results.
4

two possible test stimuli. We use classification accuracy, measured
across many procedurally-generated variations of the stimuli, as an
assessment of categorical perception (Goldstone & Hendrickson, 2010):
that is, we consider a trial to be accurately classified when the model
embeds the two congruent images (depicting the same relation) more
similarly than the two incongruent images (depicting different re-
lations), where the incongruent pair acts as a perceptual lure that
matches in other non-categorical dimension(s).

Relative difficulty of categories. As a further step, assuming there
is a categorical response, we examine whether capacities demonstrated
by infants earlier in development are also easier for the networks we
evaluate, which is an assumption we make in order to compare the
developmental phenomena to model performance. For instance, given
that Quinn (1994) demonstrated that infants acquire category represen-
tations for ‘‘above or below’’ earlier in development than for ‘‘between
or outside’’, then we would examine whether the model is more capable
in the above/below condition compared to the between/outside condi-
tion. We do not seek to map between models and infants at various
ages or establish a correspondence between changes in accuracy and
changes in age. Instead, we assume that relational categories that are
more consistently captured in the model’s embeddings, that is, are
somehow more salient to these generic visual learners, would also be
easier for infants to acquire. We examine this hypothesis throughout
the four experiments detailed below.

Adaption during familiarization. To account for infants’ adaption
during familiarization, we do not adapt the representations of the large-
scale pre-trained neural network models; instead, we operationalize
adaptation as storing a representation of the familiarization stimuli
(either via a prototype of a set of exemplars; Appendix B.3.2). Alterna-
tively, to more explicitly model the familiarization process as in past
work (French et al., 2004; Mareschal et al., 2000), a second neural
network (e.g., an autoencoder) could be trained from scratch on the
feature representation of familiarization stimuli, and then used as a
means to measuring the perceived differences with the test stimuli. We
did not pursue this approach here, instead opting for parameter-free
comparison in the high-level feature space, although future work could
add more detailed habituation/dishabituation modeling.

Neural networks with pre-trained weights. We explore a range of
odel configurations that are representative of current computer vision

pproaches, though far from exhaustive. We use three model architec-
ures: two convolutional ones, MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018, see
xperiment 1a for additional details) and ResNeXt (Xie et al., 2017,
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Experiment 1a), and one Vision Transformer, ViT-B/14 (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2021, Experiment 1b). We use the two aforementioned datasets,
ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015, Experiment 1a) trained with su-
pervised classification, and SAYCam (Sullivan et al., 2020, Experiment
1a) trained with temporal classification (Orhan et al., 2020, Experiment
1a). These datasets differ in their collection method (ImageNet: pho-
tographed images available on the internet; SAYCam: captures from
head-mounted cameras on infants), and in several other important
dimensions that follow from that, such as image quality, perspective,
and the subject matter—imposing a limit on the strength and degree
of control of the comparison between them. That said, to offer a closer
control on the training methods, we also compare models trained on
both datasets with the DINO algorithm (Caron et al., 2021, Experiment
1b). We deviate from the basic setup and set of models where necessary
to provide a richer understanding of our results. Where appropriate,
we compare the role of data augmentations (Experiment 2b), examine
changes to our setup (Appendix B.3.3 studying an alternative distance
metric, Appendix B.9 studying pre-pooling embeddings), and in one
case, examine a linear decoding paradigm to further study a failure
mode (Appendix B.10). To the extent our results identify any of these
variations perform better or worse in our tasks, we do not consider as a
demonstration they are better computer vision models at large; rather,
we consider them a better match to developmental patterns and thus a
more promising basis for future developmental modeling.

Neural networks with random weights. In addition to the pre-
rained models, we also evaluate randomly initialized versions of the
ame model architectures. The untrained models allow us to observe
hether or not the inductive biases conveyed by the architecture alone
re sufficient to embed objects in the same relation more similarly,
s, e.g., Saxe et al. (2011) offer evidence that particular convolutional
eural network architectures can offer effective embeddings even ab-
ent any training. In Experiments 1–3, we attempt to generate our
riplets in a perceptually matched fashion (e.g., the target object in both
est probes is approximately equidistant from the target object in the
amiliarization stimulus), and so we expect to find randomly initialized
odel accuracy to be at chance or slightly above. In Experiment 4,
owever, our stimuli are no longer perceptually matched, as we attempt
o generate stimuli similar to Casasola et al. (2003). In that case, we
ope the randomly initialized model accuracy levels offer a measure
f baseline similarity between the familiarization stimuli and the test
robes. That is, if the untrained models find one condition substantially
asier or harder than chance, we should calibrate our understanding of
he performance reached by our trained models accordingly.

. Experiment 1: Classifying above/below and between/outside
from 2D stimuli

We begin by studying the extent to which large-scale, pretrained
computer vision models recover the two developmental findings re-
viewed by Quinn (2003). The first is that infants acquire a categorical
representation for ‘‘above or below’’ earlier in development than for
‘‘between or outside’’, and the second is that infants acquire categorical
representations for specific objects earlier in development than abstract
categorical representations for varying objects.

3.1. Experiment 1a: Initial findings

In our first experiment, we use pretrained models to examine (a)
whether the representations produced by these models capture the
spatial relations, and (b) to what extent they recover the developmental
findings of interest. This experiment varies several factors: computer
vision architecture, pretraining dataset, and stimulus rendering details.

3.1.1. Methods
Model Architectures. We evaluate two computer vision architectures,
to validate any findings we discover are not unique to a specific model
5

and examine whether more performant architectures also fare better on
our developmental comparison.

• MobileNetV2: This model aims to offer competitive performance
with fairly limited computational resources (using only 3.4M
parameters), offering an efficient trade-off between compute re-
sources required and performance attained (Sandler et al., 2018).

• ResNeXt: This model is considered a highly capable computer
vision backbone for various tasks (Xie et al., 2017). We use
the ResNeXt-50 variety of this architecture, which uses 23M
parameters.

As these models use substantially different parameter counts, the com-
parison between them provides evidence of the extent to which our
results depend on model size. We visualize the ResNeXt architecture
and where we extract our vector embeddings from in Fig. 4, and see
Appendix A.1 for additional details.

Pretraining. We test the embeddings created by randomly initial-
zed models (as outlined above) and compare them to models trained on
wo other datasets. One dataset and training approach reflects common
ractice in computer vision, while the other offers a closer comparison
o a developing child:

• ImageNet: A landmark computer vision dataset, offering 1.2M im-
ages in 1000 object classes (Russakovsky et al., 2015). ImageNet
does not correspond to an infant’s natural experience but it is
commonly used for general computer vision pretraining, offering
a useful comparison. The ImageNet models were pretrained using
the standard classification task as described in the torchvision
documentation.2

• SAYCam: This dataset consists of longitudinal headcam videos
from a small number of babies (Sullivan et al., 2020). This offers
the opportunity to train vision models on a subset of the experi-
ence a child receives in development, albeit ranging to older ages
than the infants studied in the experiments modeled. We utilize
a pretrained network from Orhan et al. (2020) trained with tem-
poral classification, a self-supervised learning algorithm inspired
by psychologically plausible mechanisms. Temporal classification
only makes use of the temporal ordering of data to supervise
the learning process. We use models trained on a single child’s
footage (child S), approximately two hours per week while the
child was between 6–30 months old, a total of 221 h.

Stimulus Generation. We synthesize custom stimuli to probe the
odel in this task (Fig. 2). We sample location(s) for the reference

bject(s) and then place the target objects relative to them. Similarly
o Quinn (1994, 1996, 1999), we place the target object in one relation
elative to the reference object in the familiarization example, and then
lace it in a different location in the same relation (first test probe) or
n the other relation (second test probe). The target objects in the test
robes are both equidistant from the target object in the familiarization
robe, controlling for any effect of distance on the representational sim-
larity. We examine triplets where the target object matches between
he familiarization and probe stimuli (‘‘identical targets’’; Quinn, 1994;
ig. 2; (A)) and (B) and triplets where the probe stimuli use a different
arget object (‘‘different targets’’; Quinn et al., 1996; Fig. 2; (C) and
D)). We explore a few ways to render the reference and target objects,
etailed in Appendix A.1. We render these stimuli to 224 × 224 pixel
mages.

Methods Summary. We evaluate models from two architectures,
ither randomly initialized or pretrained on one of two visual datasets,
n two relations (above/below and between), using stimuli rendered with
hree different approaches. For each relation and rendering method, we
ample 1024 triplets (identical for all models) and report the average
ccuracy for each model and pretraining setting—how often are the

2 https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models.html.

https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/models.html
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Fig. 4. ResNeXt model diagram. We pass 224 𝑥 224 images into the model, which begins with a convolutional block (orange) and a pooling layer (red), and then proceeds to
ResNeXt convolutional blocks (purple) operating on increasingly smaller representations of the input images (see Appendix A.1 for further details). We extract our vector embedding,
which with this architecture has 2048 entries, after the global average pooling layer (in green). In a standard classification setting this embedding would be classified using a fully
connected layer (blue), which we remove from the models we evaluate.
embeddings for the congruent pair of stimuli more similar (using cosine
similarity) than the embeddings for the incongruent pair. For every
set of results, we compute a mean accuracy and standard error of the
mean (SEM) over the 1024 triplets, and below we report different ag-
gregations of these mean accuracy measurements across experimental
conditions of interest. We omit drawing error bars as the averaged SEMs
all fall below 2% accuracy.

3.1.2. Results
A summary of the results is shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2. Without

pretraining, the models performed near chance, with levels of accuracy
ranging from 0.47 to 0.58. This suggests that inductive biases conferred
by the architecture alone are insufficient for representing relations
(see the results marked by an ‘X’ in Fig. 5), and confirms our stim-
uli are roughly perceptually matched between the different relations.
Therefore, we focus our analysis on the trained models. We aggregate
across the different stimulus generation approaches (subsection A.1)
as qualitative results are consistent between them (Appendix Fig. B.3).
Across both pretraining datasets (Fig. 5, circles for SAYCam and squares
for ImageNet) and model architectures (green for MobileNetV2, orange
for ResNeXt), models tended to represent the same relation test probes
more similarly to the habituation stimuli than the different relation
probes. This is seen in the consistent above-chance levels of accuracy,
which vary by model and experimental condition, but range between
roughly 60% and almost 100%. Given that we find that the networks
appear to represent these stimuli in a manner reflecting relational
categories, we can examine to what extent the models reflect the
findings reviewed by Quinn (2003).

Using both architectures and training datasets, we recover both
developmental phenomena of interest. Analogously to infants acquiring
the above/below relation earlier in development, we found consistently
higher levels of accuracy for each model and dataset in the above/below
relation compared to the between relation (compare left-side results to
right-side results in Fig. 5(A), or examine the ‘By relation’ column in
Table 2). We also observed slightly higher levels of accuracy in the
6

conditions using the same target objects across all three stimuli than the
conditions using different targets in the test stimuli, corresponding to
infants acquiring category representations with identical target objects
before acquiring them with varying targets (compare left-side results
to right-side results in Fig. 5(B), or examine the ‘By targets’ column in
Table 2). We ran several additional controls to more closely match the
above/below and between/outside conditions (e.g., such that each con-
dition uses two horizontal bars), and to vary the number of habituation
stimuli. The results were remarkably consistent across these factors (see
Appendix B.3 for details).

To better understand how the embeddings learned by these models
solve this task, we synthesize a set of test stimuli by tiling a target
object across a canvas with respect to a fixed reference object (Fig. 6,
right). We produce such sets of stimuli with the Quinn-like stimulus
generation approach and embed these with the models we evaluated in
Experiment 1a. To visualize, we perform unsupervised dimensionality
reduction using PCA3 (using 𝑛 = 32 principal components), and further
reduce dimensionality to 2D (X and Y coordinates) using t-SNE (van der
Maaten & Hinton, 2008) with the cosine distance metric. We color each
marker (representing a single stimulus, Fig. 6, right) by the vertical
position of the target object in the stimulus (Fig. 6, left). Unsurprisingly,
we find no structure in the 2-D representations of the untrained model
embeddings. Models trained on ImageNet show a separation between
stimuli whose target object was above the bar (shades of red) and
stimuli whose target object was below the bar (shades of blue). Models
trained on SAYCam show a much stronger separation between these
categories. Stimuli rendered with our other two stimulus generation
approaches replicate these results (Appendix Figs. B.9, B.10).

We repeat this embedding visualization procedure with synthesized
stimuli with two reference objects that match our ‘‘between’’ relation

3 As suggested by the scikit-learn documentation when applying t-SNE to
high-dimensional data, we first applied PCA to denoise and accelerate the
pairwise distances computed in t-SNE.
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Fig. 5. Models examined represent relational categories and recover developmental phenomena. All three figures reflect the same set of experimental results, aggregated by different
conditions of interest: (A): in a comparison between relations—above/below (left) versus between (right)—accuracy is higher in the above/below relation (B): in a comparison between
target types—identical target objects (left) versus different target objects (right)—accuracy is higher when using identical target objects. (C): in a comparison between pre-training
datasets—self-supervised SAYCam (left) versus supervised ImageNet (right)—accuracy is higher when using the SAYCam dataset. The color reflects model architecture, and the
marker the training method. The dashed line indicates chance accuracy (50%).
Fig. 6. Categorical perception of above/below in our model embeddings. We synthesize a set of controlled stimuli (right) by varying the position of a target object in relation to
a fixed reference object. We embed these stimuli with the networks and reduce dimensionality to 2-D (see text for details). Each stimulus is colored by the vertical position of
the target object (see the color bar). We find that while there is little structure in the untrained model embeddings, both the ImageNet-trained models and the SAYCam-trained
ones produce embeddings preserving the relational structure. Rows: model architectures (top: MobileNetV2, bottom: ResNeXt). Columns: model training methods (left: untrained,
middle: supervised training on ImageNet, right: self-supervised training on SAYCam).
Table 2
Summary of experiment 1a/b results. We report the mean levels of accuracy for each combination of training data, model architecture, relation, and target type variation. The
right-most columns report the mean difference across the two manipulations corresponding to the developmental phenomena of interest: the ‘‘By relation’’ column offers the mean
drop in accuracy from the above/below condition to the between one, and the ‘‘By targets’’ column offers the mean drop in accuracy from the ‘‘identical targets’’ condition to the
‘‘different targets’’ one. In both cases, the mean change found is congruent with the developmental phenomena examined—we observe higher accuracies in the conditions infants
acquire earlier in development. Margins represent the standard errors of the mean.

Relation Above/Below Between/Outside Mean change in accuracy

Experiment Training Model Identical targets Different Identical targets Different By relation By targets

1a Untrained MobileNetV2 0.50 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.02 0.02 0
ResNeXt 0.58 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.02 0.06 0.01

1a ImageNet MobileNetV2 0.88 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01 0.19 0.08
ResNeXt 0.89 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.02 0.22 0.09

1a SAYCam(S) MobileNetV2 0.99 ± 0.00 0.99 ± 0.00 0.93 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01 0.06 0
ResNeXt 1.00 ± 0.00 0.99 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.08 0.01

1b DINO-ImageNet ResNeXt 0.93 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.02 0.27 0.09
ViT-B/14 0.92 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.02 0.17 0.16

1b DINO-SAYCam(S) ResNeXt 0.99 ± 0.00 0.98 ± 0.00 0.78 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.22 0.02
ViT-B/14 0.97 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.01 0.11 0.13

Mean difference 0.14 0.06
7
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Fig. 7. Categorical perception of between/outside in our model embeddings. We synthesize a set of controlled stimuli (right) by varying the position of a target object in relation
to two fixed reference objects. We embed these stimuli with our ResNeXt models and reduce dimensionality to 2-D (see text for details). Each stimulus is colored by the vertical
position of the target object (see the color bar). As in Fig. 6, we find clustering preserving the relational information in the trained model embeddings. Rows: model architectures
(top: MobileNet, bottom: ResNeXt). Columns: model training methods (left: untrained, middle: supervised training on ImageNet, right: self-supervised training on SAYCam).
stimuli (Fig. 7, right). We once again observe no structure in the
embeddings produced by the untrained models (Fig. 7, left). The models
trained on ImageNet show three separate clusters: above both reference
objects (red and orange), between the two reference objects (light green
and light orange), and below both reference objects (blue and green).
The SAYCam-trained models show even tighter clustering, indicating
stronger similarities within each group and more pronounced differ-
ences between the groups. Alternative stimuli renderings replicate these
results as well (Appendix Figs. B.11, B.12).

We observe that our SAYCam-trained models, which acquire their
perceptual features from the visual experience of young children, out-
performed the ImageNet-trained models, which acquire their percep-
tual features from categorizing objects curated using a web search.
We see this effect both quantitatively, in the higher accuracy reached
by these models (Fig. 5), and qualitatively, in the tightness of the
embedding clusters visualized (Figs. 6, 7). Although these results are
consistent with an exciting intuitive conclusion (‘‘models trained on
infants’ visual experience develop stronger relational features’’), our
results are confounded by the various differences between the datasets
(collection method, subject matter, image quality, etc.). Additionally,
the models we evaluated in this experiment were trained using different
approaches, each appropriate to a particular dataset. The ImageNet
model was trained using supervised learning to label objects according
to their category, whereas our SAYCam models were trained in a
self-supervised fashion using a temporal classification approach that
does not require object labels. We deconfound the role of the training
method in the next experiment.

3.2. Experiment 1b: Improved model and dataset controls

In this experiment, we introduce a third model architecture and
train two of the architectures on the previous datasets using the same
training method. Fixing the training algorithm allows us a controlled
comparison of the effect of each dataset. We leave all other aspects of
Experiment 1a unchanged.

3.2.1. Methods
Model Architectures. We evaluate one of the models from the previous
experiment and add another prevalent computer vision architecture:

• ResNeXt: identical to the architecture we evaluated in Experiment
1a (Xie et al., 2017).

• ViT-B/14: We add the Vision Transformer model (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2021) as another model architecture. This category of mod-
els applies the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017)
to images by extracting individual image patches, flattening each
patch to a vector, embedding each vector independently using a
8

small linear model, and passing a sequence of the vector embed-
dings representing the image into a series of Transformer blocks.
We use the ViT-B/14 variation of the model, which uses the
‘‘Base’’ model size offered by Dosovitskiy et al. (2021) with a 14
𝑥 14 patch size.

Beyond its overall recent success in a variety of computer vision tasks,
we add this architecture as the Transformer self-attention architecture
might offer a stronger inductive bias to relational representation than
the convolutional neural networks we compared in Experiment 1a.

Pretraining. In this experiment, we study models trained using
the DINO algorithm (Caron et al., 2021). DINO is a self-supervised
learning algorithm that does not rely on labels, allowing us to use
it with both of our datasets (whereas ImageNet contains a label for
every image, SAYCam does not). DINO relies on generating multiple
views of each input image through data augmentations, and learning
representations that are similar between different views of the same
image, but different for views of different images. We direct the reader
to Caron et al. (2021) for further details.

3.2.2. Results
A summary of the results is presented in Fig. 8 and Table 2. We

continue to successfully recover the two developmental phenomena of
interest. Accuracy in the above/below relation is consistently higher
than accuracy in the between relation, and accuracy when using the
same target objects is consistently higher than accuracy when using
different target objects. We also replicate the training dataset pattern
from Experiment 1a—the models trained on SAYCam reliably reach
higher levels of accuracy than the models trained on ImageNet (𝑡(7) =
12.797, 𝑝 < 0.0001, paired two-tailed). As this experiment controls for
the training algorithm used, we see additional evidence that training on
a child’s egocentric visual experience yields a representation with more
pronounced relation-based similarity than training on assorted object
images.

3.3. Experiment 1 discussion

We find that large-scale, pretrained computer vision models suc-
cessfully replicate a variety of developmental patterns in infant rela-
tion categorization. Across a variety of model architectures, training
approaches, and control conditions, we observe that:

1. Absent any explicit relational training, embeddings extracted
from the networks we study consistently display higher similar-
ity for stimuli representing the same spatial relation, suggesting
that broad visual expertise is sufficient to induce sensitivity to
some relational categories.
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Fig. 8. DINO-trained models continue to recover developmental phenomena of interest. All three figures reflect the same set of experimental results, aggregated by different
conditions of interest: (A): in comparison between relations—above/below (left) versus between (right)—accuracy is higher in the above/below condition. (B): in comparison between
target types—identical target objects (left) versus different target objects (right)—accuracy is higher in the identical target objects condition. (C): in comparison between pre-training
datasets—SAYCam (left) versus ImageNet (right)—accuracy is higher for the models trained with DINO on the SAYCam dataset. Color indicates model architecture and the marker
type indicates the training dataset. The dashed line indicates chance accuracy (50%).
2. Consistent with Quinn (1994) and Quinn et al. (1999), who
found that infants acquire category representations for above/
below earlier in development than between, our pretrained mod-
els display higher levels of accuracy on the above/below relation
than on the between relation.

3. Consistent with Quinn et al. (2003, 1996), who found that
infants acquire category representations for consistent target
objects earlier in development than for varying objects, our
pretrained models display higher levels of accuracy when target
objects remain identical (‘‘identical targets’’) than when target
objects vary (‘‘different targets’’).

We observe no meaningful difference between the two convolutional
neural networks explored in Experiment 1a, neither in overall perfor-
mance nor in their ability to model the developmental phenomena.
We do find that the networks trained on the developmentally relevant
visual experience of SAYCam outperform models trained on the generic
object recognition data in ImageNet. We find this to be true both
when models were trained using different approaches that match each
dataset (Experiment 1a) and when trained using an identical approach
that could be applied to both datasets (Experiment 1b). However,
these datasets differ in more than just their developmental relevance—
ImageNet is a collection of photographs collected from the internet,
while SAYCam is infant head-mounted camera data—which makes the
comparison between them limited if potentially promising for future
work. Although it is plausible that training models on naturalistic
visual experience could increase their utility as cognitive models, we
view our evidence as preliminary. One potential piece of supporting
evidence: In concurrent work, Orhan and Lake (in press) find that
models trained with visual data from child S in SAYCam perform at
around 70% of ImageNet-trained models across a diverse range of
downstream evaluations with real-world stimuli. With these findings in
hand, we proceed to study another set of relations examined by Quinn
and colleagues.

4. Experiment 2: Classifying left/right and between/outside (side-
ways) from 2D stimuli

Quinn (2004) followed up on the ‘‘above or below’’ experiments
of Quinn (1994), and demonstrated two distinct phenomena. The first
is that if the ‘‘above or below’’ stimuli are rotated by 90 degrees to
become a ‘‘left or right’’ category distinction, 3–4 month-old infants
9

continue to demonstrate a categorical preference, preferring test stimuli
with the target on a novel side of the bar. Conversely, when the
reference object was rotated at an angle of 45◦, 3–4 month-old infants
show no preference to objects placed on a novel side of this diagonal
reference object, unlike both previous examples. Fig. 9 shows example
stimuli with the reference objects rotated by 90 degrees, where left/right
replaces above/below and the sideways between relation replaces the
previous between one. Other than the angle at which the stimuli are
rendered, all other experimental details remain identical to experiments
1a and 1b.

4.1. Experiment 2a: Evaluating models on the flipped relations

4.1.1. Methods
Model Architectures. We use the architectures from Experiments 1a
and 1b: MobiletNetV2, ResNeXt, and ViT-B/14.

Pretraining. We use the pretraining approaches explored in Exper-
iments 1a and 1b: randomly initialized models, supervised pretraining
on ImageNet, self-supervised temporal classification on SAYCam, and
self-supervised training with DINO on both ImgeNet and SAYCam.

Stimulus Generation. We generate stimuli identically to Experi-
ments 1a and 1b and rotate the images by 90 degrees.

4.1.2. Results
Fig. 10 depicts results on the ‘‘left/right’’ and ‘‘between (sideways)’’

relations with the networks from Experiment 1a (panels (A) and (B))
and with DINO models from Experiment 1b (panels (C) and (D)).
One configuration of models, ResNeXt models trained with DINO on
SAYCam, performs well on the ‘‘left/right’’ relation (an abnormality we
currently have no explanation for). The remaining models perform at
chance or below on both relations, a substantial accuracy drop from
the initial relations we examined. This represents a drastic qualitative
deviation from the developmental results we model, where infants
showed no meaningful change in the degree to which they construct
a category representation for a relation contingent on whether it was
presented vertically or horizontally. To attempt to isolate the cause of
this effect, and identify potential conditions under which the networks
recover the developmental findings on these relations, we train several
additional models in the next experiment.
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Fig. 9. Example stimuli rotated 90◦. In each triplet, the central stimulus is the familiarization example, the left one is the same relation test, and the right one is the other relation
test. (A): left/right with identical target objects. (B): between (sideways) with identical target objects. (C): left/right with identical target objects. (D): between (sideways) different
target objects.
Fig. 10. Most models evaluated perform below chance on the sideways-presented relations. Models evaluated in Experiment 1a show a substantial accuracy drop from the
above/below to the left/right relation (panel A) and from the between to the between (sideways) relation (panel B), other than untrained models which are unaffected. Models
evaluated in Experiment 1b show similar patterns (panels C and D), other than the ResNeXt models trained with DINO on the SAYCam dataset (we offer no explanation for this
aberration). Colors indicate model architecture, and marker types indicate the training dataset. The dashed lines indicate chance accuracy (50%).
4.2. Experiment 2b: Evaluating the effect of flipping data augmentations

Data augmentation refers to a set of techniques to modify the input
data to a deep neural network as it is being trained, in an attempt
to enable the network to learn representations that generalize and
transfer better from limited amounts of data (Shorten & Khoshgoftaar,
2019). Horizontal axis flipping (across the vertical axis) is among the
most common data augmentations for naturalistic image data. It is
predicated on the natural symmetry across this axis (the mirror images
10
of most objects are semantically similar or equivalent to their originals),
and is trivial to implement. We hypothesize that it is this data aug-
mentation that causes the effect we observe. By training models with
horizontal flipping, we encourage the networks to represent images
with a target object to the left of a reference and images with a target
object to the right of a reference similarly to each other, and perhaps
more similarly than to other images depicting the same relation.
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Fig. 11. The presence and type of augmentation explains (most of) the change by stimulus angle. Models trained with neither flipping augmentations (green) show a slight
degradation from 0◦ to 90◦. Models trained with the standard horizontal flipping augmentation (yellow) show a drastic degradation, matching the results shown in Fig. 10. Models
trained with a non-standard vertical flipping augmentation show the opposite trend, improving gradually in accuracy from 0◦ to 90◦. These patterns hold to varying extents in
both relations.
4.2.1. Methods
Model Architecture. We perform this experiment with the ResNeXt
architecture used in Experiments 1a and 1b.4

Pretraining. We train the models for this experiment on the SAY-
Cam dataset (Sullivan et al., 2020) using temporal classification (Orhan
et al., 2020), as in Experiment 1a. We train three variants on this,
manipulating only the types of flips performed in data augmentation:
Neither: a model trained without any flipping as part of its data aug-
mentation suite.
Horizontal: a model trained with horizontal flipping as part of its data
augmentation suite (identical to the baseline ResNeXt-SAYCam model
in Experiment 1a).
Vertical: a model trained with vertical flipping as part of its data
augmentation suite.

All other data augmentations (such as color jittering, random blur-
ring, or random cropping) were identical between these models. We
also note that these augmentations were only active during model
pretraining. They were not active during any of the evaluations we
report.

Stimulus Generation. We use the same approach to generating
stimuli as is detailed in Experiment 1a, with the exception of our
rotation procedure, which is detailed in Appendix A.2 We rotate stimuli
at angles of 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦, and 180◦ counter-clockwise
from the horizontal. When plotting the results, we group by the effec-
tive angle from the horizontal, e.g. as rotating at an angle of 120◦ is
equivalent to 60◦ above the horizontal, we group the results for 60◦

and 120◦ under 60◦. We render a collection of these rotated stimuli
and the effect that each type of flipping would have on them, with one
reference object (Appendix Fig. B.13) and with two reference objects
(Appendix Fig. B.14).

4.2.2. Results
A summary of the results for the three flipping model variants,

evaluated across the various stimulus rotation angles, is shown in
Fig. 11. We found that the model with horizontal augmentations only
(plotted in yellow) recovered the results from previous experiments,
with high levels of accuracy at 0◦ (compare to Fig. 5), low ones at
90◦ (compare to Fig. 10), and gradual degradation in the intermediate
angles. The other two flipping models provide comparison cases to
demonstrate the causal effect of the standard horizontal flipping. The

4 As this experiment required training models in unique conditions, and
produced clear results, we opted not to repeat it with other architectures from
Experiment 1.
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model without any augmentations (plotted in green) showed a much
more mild yet consistent degradation in accuracy from 0◦ to 90◦. We
take this gradation to be the extent to which the model learns to favor
horizontal symmetry absent any data augmentation, only from the nat-
ural statistics of the training data learned by the models (Geisler, 2008).
Conversely, the model trained with vertical flipping (plotted in brown)
depicted the opposite effect. Its accuracy was lowest at 0◦, and as the
stimuli are rendered closer to vertical, its accuracy gradually improved,
peaking at 90◦. Qualitatively, we find that the model trained with
neither flipping directions recovers the developmental phenomenon
from Quinn (2004), where discriminating above/below is equally easy
as discriminating left/right. However, none of the networks recover
the other finding from Quinn (2004), that infants show an inability
to discriminate between objects with respect to a diagonal reference
object. Regardless of what sort of flipping was applied, the three models
evaluated in Experiment 2b all reached fairly high levels of accuracy at
45◦. The model trained without any flipping also shows a substantial
preference to between stimuli presented horizontally (0◦) compared to
vertically (90◦). Quinn et al. (2003) studied both conditions and while
comparing them was not the authors’ explicit purpose, they report
results separately. Infants in both Experiments 2 and 4 in Quinn et al.
(2003) showed slightly stronger novelty preferences to stimuli pre-
sented horizontally (Tables 1 and 4 respectively in Quinn et al., 2003).
However, the differences displayed by the infants are notably smaller in
magnitude than the differences displayed by our model, and there is no
developmental evidence that infants reliably categorize the horizontal
condition before the vertical.

4.3. Experiment 2 discussion

We evaluate the existing models from Experiment 1 and specially-
trained models with custom data augmentations on stimuli rotated to
various angles, and find that:

1. Unlike Quinn (2004, experiment 1), who found that infants
distinguish ‘‘left or right’’ at a similar age to ‘‘above or below’’,
many of the networks we study have a strong preference for
stimuli depicting vertical relations. We discover this is an artifact
of the data augmentation often used to train these models, and
show that models without data augmentation display a weaker
preference.

2. Unlike Quinn (2004, experiment 3), who found that infants fail
to distinguish between objects on opposite sides of a diagonal
reference object (presented at an angle of 45 degrees), the
networks we examine consistently categorize relations presented
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Fig. 12. Experiment 2 Example Stimuli. In each triplet, the central stimulus is the familiarization example, the left one is the same relation test, and the right one is the other
relation test. (A): above/below with identical target objects. (B): between with identical target objects. (C): above/below with identical target objects. (D): between different target
objects.
at this angle. This holds both relative to one reference object
(above/below at 45 degrees) as well as relative to two reference
objects (between/outside at 45 degrees).

Although our results from Experiment 1 broadly suggest that pre-
trained computer vision neural networks can model important aspects
of infant relation categorization, our findings suggest that some care
and caution are required in the choice of model and training setup.
Models trained with horizontal flipping, a data augmentation approach
designed to mimic the horizontal reflection invariance many real-world
objects display, struggled once the task evaluated was in direct contrast
to the augmentation. Although we did not examine this in other con-
texts, it is not out of the question that other augmentations, such as
color jittering, image solarization, or manipulations of image brightness
or contrast might be in conflict with evaluating the development of
visual perception.

Item (2) above summarizes a discrepancy from the developmental
results with stimuli presented at an angle of 45◦. The infants evaluated
in Experiment 3 of Quinn (2004) were 3–4 month-olds, the youngest
age bracket evaluated across the experiments surveyed. Although in-
fants at that age successfully appeared to develop a categorical response
in the ‘‘above or below’’ condition, they failed to do so in the ‘‘between’’
condition, while 6–7 month-old infants were able to. The networks
we evaluate show comparable levels of accuracy for above/below at an
angle of 45◦ and ‘‘between’’ at an angle of 0◦ (compare the accuracies
for these angles in Fig. 11). This suggests that to the extent the levels of
accuracy displayed by the networks track the developmental difficulty
of these relations, we would predict that 6–7 month-old infants should
be able to form category representations for ‘‘object on either side of
a diagonal bar’’. We leave it to future work to experimentally examine
this prediction.
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5. Experiment 3: Classifying above/below and between/outside
from 3D-rendered stimuli

In Experiment 1, we found that pretrained computer vision models
appear to categorically represent spatial relations when evaluated with
abstract stimuli that resemble developmental experiments. To study
how generalizable our findings are, in this experiment we follow a
similar methodology to Experiment 1 although with a different, more
complex approach to stimulus rendering. Experiment 1 employed sim-
ple 2D renderings, either closely matching the stimuli Quinn showed
infants (Fig. 2) or in alternative control conditions (Appendix Figs.
B.1, B.2). In this experiment, we evaluate models on 3D renders of
scenes instantiating the same spatial relations Fig. 12. These stimuli are
more similar to the images used to train the networks we examine, and
therefore allow evaluation of the extent to which model embeddings
organize by categorical representations in more realistic data.

We begin our examination of the more realistic stimuli by reproduc-
ing our results from Experiments 1a and 1b, using the same models in
similar conditions:

5.1. Methods

Model Architectures. We evaluate the three model architectures eval-
uated in Experiment 1: MobileNetV2, ResNeXt, and ViT-B/14.

Pretraining. We compare the same pretraining approaches from
Experiments 1a and 1b. Experiment 1a: randomly initialized and un-
trained models, supervised classification pretraining on ImageNet, and
self-supervised temporal classification on SAYCam. Experiment 1b: self-
supervised pertaining using the DINO algorithm on both the ImageNet
and SAYCam datasets.

Stimulus Generation. We render stimuli using Blender (Blender
Online Community, 2018) (see Fig. 12) following a similar procedure
to the one described in Experiment 1a. We refer the reader to Appendix
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Fig. 13. Models from experiment 1a recover the same patterns with 3D-rendered stimuli. Both in a comparison between relations (panel (A)) and identical or different targets
(panel (B)), the networks continue to recover the same developmental patterns with the more complex stimuli (compare this to Fig. 5). The effect of the choice of the training
dataset is not evident with these stimuli and is inconsistent across models. Color indicates the model architecture and marker type indicates the training method. The dashed line
indicates chance accuracy (50%).
Fig. 14. DINO-trained models continue to recover developmental phenomena of interest. As in Fig. 13, the networks continue to recover the phenomena studied in Experiment 1,
both when comparing by relation (panel (A)) and when comparing by identical or different target objects (panel (B)). Color indicates the model architecture and the marker type
indicates the training dataset. The dashed line indicates chance accuracy (50%).
A.3 for complete details. As in Experiment 1, we examine triplets where
the target object matches between the familiarization and test stimuli
(‘‘identical targets’’), and ones where the target object varies in the two
test stimuli (‘‘different targets’’). We render scenes of both relations
(above/below and between/outside) using eight different target objects:

beach ball, a chess knight, a Lego piece, a toy pineapple, a ping-pong
addle, a toy robot, a rubber duck, and a stuffed animal (see Appendix
ig. B.15 for examples). We generate 256 unique scenes, each with all
ight target objects, resulting in 2048 total triplets for each of the two
elations.

Methods Summary. We evaluate the same set of models and pre-
raining approaches we used in Experiment 1, on the same two relations
above/below and between). We render stimuli that are richer than those
sed in Experiment 1 to examine how sensitive the models are to
elational information in more visually complex stimuli. Our stimuli
n Experiment 2 use one of eight different target objects. For each
elation, we sample 2048 triplets and report the average accuracy for
ach model and pretraining approach—how often the embeddings for
he congruent pair of stimuli are more similar (using cosine similarity)
13

han the embeddings for the incongruent pair.
5.2. Results

A summary of our findings using 3D stimuli is shown in Fig. 13,
which parallels our previous findings using abstract stimuli (Fig. 5).
We again find the randomly initialized and untrained models around
chance accuracy (results marked with an ‘X’), though at somewhat
higher accuracy levels than in Experiment 1, suggesting the stimuli
in this experiment (which are more realistic and richer) are not as
perceptually controlled as simple stimuli of Experiment 1. We omit the
randomly initialized models from further discussion. We find that these
stimuli tend to make the task harder for the networks we examine—
most trained models have lower accuracies in this experiment than in
the previous one. For instance, of the models evaluated in Experiment
1a, the MobileNetV2 models reached 3%–10% lower accuracy levels
in this experiment, and the ResNeXt models were 9%–12% lower.
The DINO-trained models show a deviation in this pattern—the DINO
ResNeXt models had an accuracy roughly 20% lower in this experiment,
while the ViT-B/14 models had an accuracy that was 2%–5% higher
in this experiment compared to the previous one. However, even with
the relative difficulty, we find the same pattern of results seen in
the developmental experiments. The neural networks attain higher

accuracy on the above/below task than on the between task, analogously
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to infants acquiring category representations for this relation earlier
in development. The networks we evaluate consistently reach higher
accuracy on the ‘‘identical targets’’ condition compared to the ‘‘different
targets’’ one, reflecting the same pattern in infants. We also continue to
observe a higher accuracy in models trained on the SAYCam dataset,
although this effect is abated.

Fig. 14 mirrors Fig. 8, depicting results from our DINO-trained mod-
els. The same developmental phenomena previously outlined continue
to present themselves: above/below is easier than between, identical
argets are easier than different ones, and SAYCam-trained models
slightly, yet consistently) outperform ImageNet-trained ones (𝑡(7) =
.109, 𝑝 < 0.005, paired and two-sided).

.3. Discussion

We reproduce the developmental phenomena explored in Experi-
ent 1 with 3D-rendered stimuli. The use of richer, 3D-rendered stimuli

llows us to conclude that the networks’ ability to represent relational
ategories, and their ability to mirror findings from the developmental
iterature, generalizes to other types of stimuli and is not an artifact of
sing the simplistic setting of Experiment 1. Unlike the abstract stimuli
xplored in Experiment 1, the stimuli explored in this experiment
ould violate physical common sense if rotated by 90◦, adding a
otential confound, and so we opted against evaluating a version of
xperiment 2 with rotated versions of these stimuli. Given the discovery
hat we can reproduce findings on spatially simple relations such as
‘above or below’’ or ‘‘between or outside’’ with more realistic stimuli,
e ask: can we reproduce developmental patterns with more complex

elations as well?

. Experiment 4: Classifying containment, behind, and support from
D-rendered stimuli

Following the success of replicating Experiment 1’s results with 3D
endered stimuli in Experiment 3, in this experiment we use similarly
endered stimuli to examine more spatially complex relations. Casasola
t al. (2003, Experiment 25) studied whether 6 months old infants can
ategorize scenes based on whether or not they show a containment
elation. Infants were habituated to a short video depicting a hand
lacing an object inside a container, that is, in a containment relation
Fig. 15(A/B), ‘‘Familiarization’’). Infants were then tested with the
amiliarization video and with three novel probes. The test probes
aried along two key dimensions: relation (whether or not they also
epicted a containment scene) and occlusion (what fraction of the
arget object is visible at the end of the video). The first test probe
Fig. 15(A/B), ‘‘Same relation’’) showed the same event filmed from a
igher camera angle: this produces the same relation but with novel
cclusion—the higher camera angle causes much more of the object to
e visible. The second test probe (Fig. 15(A), ‘‘Other relation’’) uses the
ame high angle but places the object behind the container. This results
n similar occlusion to the familiarization video but with the object
laced in a novel relation with respect to the container. Finally, the
hird probe (Fig. 15(B), ‘‘Other relation’’) offered both a novel relation
nd occlusion: filmed from the same angle, this test showed an object
eing placed on top of an upside-down container, in a support relation.
his final test probe serves as a control condition with mismatches on
oth relation and occlusion. As expected, Casasola et al. (2003, Figure
) found the lowest test-time looking times when showing the famil-
arization stimulus a second time. The ‘containment’ test probes (with
ovel degrees of occlusion) were found to elicit significantly shorter
ooking times than the ‘behind’ stimuli, which depict a novel relation

5 We skip the perceptually mismatched stimuli examined in Experiment 1
y Casasola et al. (2003) and proceed directly to the better-controlled stimuli
he authors used in Experiment 2.
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with similar degrees of occlusion to the familiarization stimulus. On this
basis, Casasola et al. (2003) conclude (and see also Casasola (2008)
for a review) that 6-month-old infants successfully form a category
representation for the containment relation. In this experiment, we will
evaluate whether the models we tested in Experiments 1 and 2 can
replicate these patterns.

A key methodological difference between our experimental setup
and the one used by Casasola et al. (2003) is our use of still images,
rather than videos. We motivate this decision from two perspectives.
First, to be able to compare to our previous results in Experiments 1
and 2, we wished to use the same models, and as these models are
trained on single images,6 rather than videos, we opted to adapt the
ask. Second, models trained for image classification or self-supervised
mage-level tasks are more widely available than models trained for
ideo classification. To the extent we hope this work can serve as
ethodological inspiration for studying other developmental phenom-

na with pretrained models, we wished to examine whether translating
ideo stimuli to representative still images is sufficient to recover
evelopmental findings. We generate our stimuli to match the terminal
rames of the videos Casasola et al. (2003) used (Fig. 15, top). As
n Experiments 1 and 2, we generate stimuli triplets to compare the
imilarity between an embedding of a single familiarization and the
mbeddings of two test probes. We visualize our two comparison cases
n the bottom half of Fig. 15. In both cases, we use a familiarization
timulus showing a containment event from a low angle, similar to the
amiliarization event used by Casasola et al. (2003). We also use the
ame type of same relation test stimulus, depicting a containment event
rom a higher angle. In one condition, ‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’, we
ompare to a stimulus depicting the target object behind the container,
endered from the same higher angle (Fig. 15, left). In the other condi-
ion, ‘‘Containment vs. Support’’, we compare to a stimulus rendering
he target object supported by the container, with the container flipped
pside-down, also rendered from the same higher angle (Fig. 15, right).

.1. Methods

odel Architectures. We evaluate the same three architectures from
xperiments 1 and 2: MobileNetV2, ResNeXt, and ViT-B/14.

Pretraining. We use the same pretraining approaches from the
revious experiments: randomly initialized models serving as a con-
rol, supervised pretraining on ImageNet, self-supervised pretraining on
AYCam, and models trained using self-supervised DINO on both the
AYCam and ImageNet datasets.

Stimulus Generation. As in Experiment 3, we use Blender (Blender
nline Community, 2018) to render stimuli. Our stimuli use four
ifferent containers, and eight different target objects, identical to the
nes used in Experiment 3. For additional details, see Appendix A.4. We
ender four images for each stimulus (see Fig. 15(C/D) for examples
plit into triplets). The first is the familiarization stimulus, with the
arget object in the containment relation and a lower camera angle. We
hen raise the camera to a higher angle and render three test stimuli.
he first is the containment test stimulus, where we render the same
cene as in the familiarization stimulus from the new camera angle,
atching the familiarization relation but differing in occlusion. The

econd is the behind test stimulus, where we move the target object
ehind the container, creating similar occlusion between the container
nd test object to the familiarization stimulus, but in a different spatial
elation. The third is the support test stimulus, where we flip the con-
ainer upside-down, and place the target object on top of it. This offers
stimulus mismatched in both dimensions (relation and occlusion) to

he familiarization stimulus. We render 128 unique scenes by sampling

6 With the exception of the models trained using Temporal Classification
ith the SAYCam dataset, which are trained using the temporal ordering of

hort video clips.
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Fig. 15. Experiment 4 Example Stimuli. In each triplet, the central stimulus is the familiarization example, the left one is the same relation test, and the right one is the other
relation test. Top: the final frames of the stimuli video presented to infants, reproduced from Casasola (2008, Figure 1). Bottom: our rendering of matching stimuli. Left: comparing
a test probe depicting the containment relation to a test probe depicting the behind relation. Rendered using the wooden basket container and Lego target object. Right: comparing
a test probe depicting the containment relation to a test probe depicting the support relation. Rendered using the shorter cardboard box container and rubber duck target object.
different camera parameters (see Appendix A.4 for full details), each
with all 32 combinations of the four containers and eight target objects,
resulting in a total of 4096 unique sets of stimuli. See Appendix Figs.
B.16 to B.19 for visualizations of scenes with all objects, and Appendix
Fig. B.25 for visualization of camera parameter variations for a single
object combination.

Methods Summary. We evaluate the same collection of models pre-
trained on the same datasets as in Experiments 1 and 2. We compare
accuracies in two primary conditions. In the first, ‘‘Containment vs.
Behind’’, we use a low-angle containment scene as our familiarization
stimulus, and use test probes depicting a containment scene rendered
from a higher angle, and a behind scene rendered from the same higher
angle. In the second, ‘‘Containment vs. Support’’, we use the same
familiarization stimulus and first test probe and replace the behind test
probe with a support scene rendered from the same higher angle. In
both conditions, we report the average accuracy over the 4096 sets of
stimuli—how often the embeddings for the pair of stimuli depicting a
containment relation are more similar (using cosine similarity) than the
embeddings for the familiarization stimulus and the incongruent test
probe.

6.2. Results

We compare the networks’ levels of accuracy between the ‘‘Con-
tainment vs. Behind’’ condition and the ‘‘Containment vs. Support’’
condition in Fig. 16. We find that across various training datasets
and model architectures, all of the networks reached higher levels of
accuracy when comparing two containment scenes to a support scene.
This by itself did not surprise us, as this is the easier foil relation, which
does not match the degree of occlusion in the familiarization stimuli
(compare the right-hand triplets in Fig. 15 to the left-hand ones). In the
better-matched condition of ‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’, the networks
peaked around chance accuracy. That is, most models we evaluated
15
Fig. 16. Models prefer the containment test probe over the support one, but not over
the behind one. We compare the average accuracy over triplets where the foil test
probe depicts the behind relation (‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’, left data points) to the
average accuracy over triplets where the foil test probe depicts the support relation
(‘‘Containment vs. Support’’, right data points). The networks, including the untrained
ones, are fairly consistent with their preferences. The containment test probe is often
judged as more similar to the familiarization stimulus when paired with a support foil,
but not when paired with a behind foil. This holds with both the models discussed in
Experiment 1a (panel (A)) and the DINO-trained models introduced in Experiment 1b
(panel (B)). The color indicates the model architecture and the marker type indicates
the training method. The dashed line indicates chance accuracy (50%).

systematically found the behind test probes (which match in occlusion,
but not in relation) more similar to the familiarization containment
stimuli than the containment test probes. This is in direct opposition to
the patterns infants demonstrated in Casasola et al. (2003), who found
the containment test stimuli to be the least surprising ones. In another
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reversal from Experiment 1b, we found that the models trained on
ImageNet (both using DINO and in a supervised fashion) outperformed
the models trained on SAYCam (compare the circle markers to the
squares in Fig. 16). A final unexpected result was a consistent prefer-
ence present in the randomly initialized model, reaching substantially
lower accuracies in the ‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’ condition than in the
‘‘Containment vs. Support’’ one. To see if this is an anomaly, we repli-
cated our initial randomly initialized model with nine additional ones.
We demonstrate in Appendix Fig. B.20 that while the degree of this
preference varies, all of our randomly initialized models (across both
the MobileNetV2 and ResNeXt architectures) replicated this pattern.

We hypothesized that one potential culprit in the models’ failure
in the ‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’ condition might be the pooling op-
erations that precede our embedding extraction. In the MobileNetV2
and ResNeXt architectures (but not in the ViT-B/14 one), the final
two-dimensional representation of each input image is pooled in order
to create an embedding vector. The pooling mechanism struck us as
potentially related to the failure as it collapses much of the spatial
information, which might leave more remaining information in the
degree of occlusion (which roughly corresponds to how many pixels
of the target object are visible) than in the spatial relation. To examine
this hypothesis, we repeat our similarity judgments, using embeddings
extracted before the pooling operation. We find that the networks
consistently reached higher accuracy when similarity was compared
using embeddings extracted before pooling (see Appendix B.9 for the
complete details, Appendix Fig. B.22 for a summary of the results, and
Appendix Table 3 for the complete results). Excluding the untrained
models, the networks reach a mean accuracy of 0.798 pre-pooling in
the ‘‘Containment vs. Behind’’ condition compared to a mean accuracy
of 0.389 post-pooling. Similarly, in the ‘‘Containment vs. Support’’
condition, the networks reach a mean accuracy of 0.933 pre-pooling
compared to a mean accuracy of 0.666 post-pooling. This supports a
hypothesis that the relational information is more prominent in the
pre-pooling embeddings, compared to the post-pooling embeddings,
at least as measured by the cosine similarity. It appears sensible that
the pooling operation, which collapses across spatial locations in an
attempt to extract a location-invariant representation of the stimulus,
reduces the degree of spatial and relational information preserved.

Finally, we explore the extent to which the relational information
remains present in the final embeddings, by performing a series of
linear decoding experiments. We opt for linear decoding as a standard
approach to examine whether a particular property is represented in
an embedding, and as one that requires training the minimal number
of parameters (as many as the embedding size times the number of
categories decoded). In Appendix B.10, we detail how we split our
dataset into training and test sets and evaluated the ability to decode
the relation present in an image using a single linear layer, leaving the
rest of the model fixed. We find a consistent ability to decode which
relation is present from our trained models (see Appendix Fig. B.24),
suggesting the relational information remains present in the embed-
dings even if it is no longer a primary contributor to representational
similarity.

6.3. Discussion

In this experiment, we examine the extent to which our success in
replicating phenomena in categorizing simpler visual relations (above
or below, between or outside) transfers to more complex relations
(containment, behind, support). Unlike in previous experiments, where
models, for the most part, mirrored developmental phenomena, here we
fail to recover the main phenomenon of interest. We use containment
stimuli rendered from a low angle as our familiarization examples, and
three types of test probes: containment stimuli rendered from a higher
angle (matching on the relation, but not object occlusion), behind
stimuli (matching on occlusion, but not on the relation), and support
16

stimuli (matching on neither relation nor occlusion). We discover that e
our models repeatedly embed the behind test probes more similarly
to the familiarization stimuli than the containment test probes. This
is inconsistent with the findings outlined in Casasola et al. (2003),
where infants measured lower looking times to the containment test
over the behind one. When tasking our models to compare the contain-
ment test probe to the easier support one, our models do substantially
better. Therefore, we hypothesize that similarity in the model embed-
dings is driven first by lower-level perceptual features, and second by
higher-level relational ones.7 The positive results in Experiment 3 offer
evidence that the negative results observed in this experiment are not
solely attributable to the 3D rendering approach we used for stimuli in
this experiment, suggesting the discrepancy arises from other factors.
In Appendix B.9, we demonstrate that pre-pooling embeddings show
similarity driven by relations, and in Appendix B.10, we validate that
relational information is maintained in the final embeddings, as we
successfully decode with very high levels of accuracy.

The model-to-infant comparison in this experiment is less faithful
than in Experiments 1 and 2, as the infants in Casasola et al. (2003)
watched short video clips depicting the object being placed in the
specified relation to the container, rather than making judgments based
on still images. We are not aware of any work investigating the extent
to which infants make similar relational judgments of the containment
relation from still images. To the extent Experiments 1 and 2 demon-
strated that pretrained neural network models can successfully recover
patterns in infant relation categorization, we would hypothesize that in-
fants would be less consistent in judging stimuli by relational similarity
if only offered still images. We note that although the models developed
by Ullman et al. (2019) successfully categorize still images of relations,
they do so after being trained on video stimuli. Their findings imply
that deep neural network models trained on videos could potentially
offer a closer match to the findings outlined by Casasola et al. (2003),
and we leave that for future work to examine.

7. General discussion

We investigate the capacity of various large-scale pretrained com-
puter vision neural network models to replicate findings regarding
the development of relation categorization. We first find that with-
out explicit relational training, the trained models we evaluate learn
embeddings that tend to represent stimuli depicting the same relation
more similarly to each other than stimuli representing different rela-
tions. We then successfully recover most patterns of interest relating to
how infants process relations such as ‘‘above or below’’ and ‘‘between
or outside’’ (Quinn, 2003). We observe that the neural networks we
study show similar difficulty gradations to the infants: the networks
reach higher accuracy levels on the above/below relation than on the
between/outside one, mirroring infants’ ability to form categorical rela-
tions for the former earlier in development than for the latter. Infants
also respond categorically to stimuli depicting identical target objects
earlier in development than to stimuli using different target objects;
likewise, the models we evaluate have higher accuracy levels when
using identical target objects than when using different ones. We
encounter these patterns both with 2D stimuli closely resembling the
developmental ones (Experiment 1) and with rendered 3D stimuli that
capture the same relations in different visual formats (Experiment 3).
However, when evaluating the same pretrained neural networks on the
containment relation (Casasola et al., 2003), we find (in Experiment 4)
that the models appear to organize their embedding primarily by object
visibility and secondarily by relation, even when relational information
is present. This is evident in the models’ consistently lower levels

7 Casasola and Cohen (2002) and Casasola et al. (2003, Experiment 1)
aised the concern that perhaps infants also make similarity judgments ac-
ording to such lower-level features, and assuaged this concern in Casasola
t al. (2003, Experiment 2).
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of accuracy when probed with a foil that is matched on occlusion
(depicting the behind relation), compared to when probed with a foil
hat is mismatched on occlusion (with the support relation).

We find that shortcomings in the networks’ abilities to replicate
evelopmental patterns, and the variation between models, can help
ighlight methodological nuances meaningful for future work. In Ex-
eriment 2a, we find that many models are consistent with infants’
atterns when a relation is presented vertically (e.g. ‘‘above or be-
ow’’), but drastically inconsistent with the same patterns when a
elation is presented horizontally (e.g. ‘‘left or right’’). To explain this
nconsistency, we evaluate (in Experiment 2b) the effect of image flip-
ing, a particular form of data augmentation often used in pretraining
omputer vision models, and discover that the use of image flipping ex-
lains the observed deviation. We also find that on the visually simpler
elations of ‘‘above or below’’ and ‘‘between’’, models trained on the
gocentric, developmentally realistic SAYCam dataset (Sullivan et al.,
020) outperform models trained on ImageNet, using both simpler
timuli (Experiment 1b) and more complex, rendered stimuli (Exper-
ment 3). We mostly observe the opposite pattern on the containment
elation stimuli evaluated in Experiment 4 (with the exception of the
re-pooling results discussed in Appendix B.9). These results can enrich
revious literature on the role of developmentally plausible data for
omputer vision (Smith & Slone, 2017), although it is worth noting
hat the training data between ImageNet and SAYCam differs across a
umber of dimensions (how data was collected, image quality, perspec-
ive, and subject matter). Furthermore, our mixed results in Experiment

suggest the benefits are not universal across all benchmarks and
valuations. We do not view this evidence as suggesting choices that
erform better on versions of our task make for better computer vision
ngineering artifacts; instead, we consider them to offer better models
f the developmental phenomena we study, and hope they inspire
urther investigation in this direction. In a supplemental experiment
Appendix C), we identify that for neural networks to recover similar
atterns from symbolic inputs, they should flexibly allow comparing
etween multiple objects, as only the architectures that cannot (the
LP and RelationNet) struggled to learn a relation entirely.

One contribution our work makes is to evaluate models trained
n SAYCam (Sullivan et al., 2020), the best available proxy for a
hild’s visual experience, using developmental behavioral paradigms.
rior work has used this dataset to train models (such as some of the
retrained models from Orhan et al., 2020 we use in this work), or
o evaluate such models on cognitive biases (Tartaglini et al., 2022).
orthcoming work by Vong et al. (in press) uses this dataset to evaluate
rounded language acquisition through cross-situation word learning,
nd work from Orhan and Lake (in press) studies the representations
hat models learn from this dataset absent strong inductive biases. We
ope that this line of work can serve as inspiration for future work in
omputational developmental psychology and computer vision. From
he perspective of developmental psychology, we are excited about
he ability to evaluate suggested computational mechanisms in the
ontext of rich, large-scale data—beyond, for instance, fitting models to
hoice data in an attempt to compare them, we can now train models
n proxies of perceptual inputs and examine emergent phenomena of
hese models. This serves to test ideas about the role of naturalistic
nd egocentric data in the development of artificial vision systems,
articularly in comparison to the development of human vision (Smith
Slone, 2017), though ImageNet and SAYCam differ across a number

f dimensions beyond the type of data. Future work should pursue
etailed and controlled comparisons to better account for the roles of
hese different factors.

Our approach also differs from most work on learning relations with
eep neural networks. Prior work (Santoro et al., 2017; Shanahan et al.,
019) focused on developing and evaluating custom architectures for
elation learning. We show that the embeddings learned by pretrained
odels with no explicit relational bias allow judging similarity based
17

n relation, and we leave it to future work to further study how much
relational information is decodable from these embeddings, and to
more explicitly compare to architectures tailored to relational learn-
ing. Future work could also examine the role of language in relation
learning, building on the experimental results reviewed by Casasola
(2008) and the modeling work of Westermann and Mareschal (2014)
with modern multi-modal neural networks such as CLIP (Radford et al.,
2021) or text-based visual classification methods (Jaini et al., 2023).

One limitation of our methodology arises from the use of relatively
generic neural network architectures as our models of infant relation
categorization. While neural networks have a long history as cognitive
models generally (Rumelhart et al., 1987) and as models of the visual
system specifically (Lindsay, 2021), there are questions regarding the
inferences these models enable (Saxe et al., 2020). For instance, Bowers
et al. (2022) discuss mechanistic concerns in the use of neural networks
to model human vision, primarily that networks use different features
than people, such as over-reliance on texture and local features. As
outlined above, we find the models we evaluate mostly capable of
accounting for the developmental phenomena we study. However, we
evaluate the similarity between static representations generated by the
networks (see General Methodology), while infant categorization in the
familiarization-test paradigm can be a more dynamic process (Althaus
et al., 2020; Schöner & Thelen, 2006). Future work could explore mod-
els that capture additional process-level details, such as by adapting
the autoencoder models of French et al. (2004) or self-organizing maps
of Althaus et al. (2020) to operate over the types of feature embeddings
we use here, extracted from modern computer vision networks.

When infants discriminate between categories in a laboratory study,
it is often unclear whether these abilities reflect top-down process-
ing of categories acquired outside the lab, or bottom-up processing
of categories developed during the familiarization phase (Thelen and
Smith, 1994; Murphy, 2002, ch. 9; French et al., 2004, Newcombe
et al., 2005). Our supplemental experiment in Appendix C directly
examines the learnability of relational categories using a supervised
learning paradigm on datasets ranging from as few as 8 examples
to a few thousand data points. We view this as analogous to the
first possibility, of learning relation concepts from numerous varied
examples, as infants might acquire these categories over an extended
period outside the lab. The pretrained computer vision models used in
Experiments 1–4 do not separate between the top-down and bottom-
up hypotheses. The pretraining process guides the model in acquiring
useful perceptual features to represent its inputs, which may also serve
to promote relational similarity in the models’ embeddings. These
models may also acquire a more abstract latent concept of the different
relations—as we cannot rule this possibility out, we cannot adjudicate
between top-down processing of prior categories and bottom-up pro-
cessing of categories developed in familiarization. We consistently find
that the networks we evaluate perform better on the single-reference
object relations (e.g. above/below) compared to the relations requiring
reasoning with respect to multiple objects (e.g. between), including the
models trained explicitly to classify relations in Appendix C. In infants,
this is explained by a developmental transition from encoding location
with respect to single landmarks, to encoding local spatial frameworks
with respect to multiple objects (Huttenlocher & Newcombe, 1984;
Quinn, 2003). Although we do not explicitly test this hypothesis, in
terms of representations formed by the networks, we find that adding
additional reference objects to above/below stimuli does not make the
task harder (Appendix Fig. B.5 in Appendix B.3). This suggests the
difficulty of the task might be more related to the number of objects
required to make a relational categorization, rather than merely the
number of objects present in a scene.

Finally, our work allows us to make an experimental prediction
and raise a source of uncertainty. In Experiment 2b, we discovered
that the pretrained models we evaluated reach high levels of accuracy
when stimuli are presented at a 45◦ angle, unlike the infants evaluated

by Quinn (2004, Experiment 3). The high levels of accuracy reached
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by the models make the prediction that slightly older infants (e.g. 6-7-
months-old) than those evaluated by Quinn (2004) would demonstrate
evidence for a category representation for an object on either side of
a diagonal line. We also note a lack of experimental evidence (to the
best of our awareness) for whether or not infants construct category
representations for the containment relation from static stimuli. Both
experimental work (Casasola & Cohen, 2002; Casasola et al., 2003)
and computational models (Ullman et al., 2019) rely on dynamic video
stimuli. Further experimental work could demonstrate at what stage
of development a categorical response to still image stimuli depicting
the containment relation is acquired, which would shed light on the
discrepancy between our findings and existing experimental results.
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